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has entered a new era of volatility. FABEC States
and ANSPs are ready to accept this challenge.
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The benefits of FABEC
Close cooperation between FABEC ANSPs is a key enabler to the resilience of the entire European aviation
network. Despite unpredicted short-term extreme fluctuations in demand, safety standards have remained
at the target performance level – or increased. Delays and costs to airlines are reducing. All airspace
users can now choose the most fuel-efficient and environmentally responsible routes across even the
most congested airspace areas of the continent. A new culture of collaboration has been established
within and among FABs which is transforming the performance of Europe’s ATM system.

FABEC Treaty and Airspace Policy
provide asound legal basis
for a collaborative FABEC airspace
operations

FABEC has matured and sped the
deployment of concrete operational
benefits - Free Route, XMAN, stabilized
network etc

FABEC governance is a tried
and testedplatform enabling effective
cooperation and decision making

FABEC works with other FABs so
airspace capacity and safety
improvements can be rolled out swiftly
across the continent

Civil/military cooperation has become,
step-by-step, a daily reality

FABEC is a catalyst for innovation
and fresh thinking

Social Partners, States and ANSPs
collaborate in an innovative tripartite
social dialogue

FABEC provides expertise and
operational improvements to enable
NM optimize European network
efficiency

Safety has been boosted through
cross border safety audits and
cooperationbetween National Safety
Authorities

Multiple awards acknowledge service
delivery pioneering improvements from
global ATM institutions

Aviation’s environmental footprint has
been markedly reduced
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FABEC is a key partner within
strategically important SESAR
programmes
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ATM performance improvements
PREDICTABILITY
by FABEC – the facts

SAFETY

Safety – Flying is becoming safer
Traffic is handled with an extremely high level of safety and all safety targets were met during the first and
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the second reference periods. In 2019, the last full year where records are available, there were with no TRAININ
reported ATM attributed accidents and separation minima infringements and runway incursion incidents
were within the target levels.
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Traffic began to decline in Europe before the COVID 19 pandemic. But year on year, FABEC ANSPs handled 6.24 million flights
in 2019, 1% more than the previous year but well above the STATFOR base forecast of 5.61 million flights predicted by the
European performance scheme. These high level figures tell only a small part of the story – FABEC area control centres have
been handling traffic loads at levels 17% at variance from the high level forecasts.
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Punctuality – In 2019 traffic increased but delays reduced
In 2019 airlines reported that 78.6 percent of aircraft arrived at their destination on time, with less than
15 minutes delay, or in some case ahead of schedule – a 1.6 percent improvement over 2018.

78.6%

27%

arrivals on time or
with less than
15 minutes delay

of all delays as a result
of en route ATM
responsibility
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Since 2014 more than 95 percent of all flights have operated with 15 minutes or less air traffic flow management (ATFM) delay.
Source: PRU.
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Flight efficiency – FABEC is doing better

FABs have been
the vital enabler to transforming upper airspace operations throughout Europe, acceler- SAFETY
PREDICTABILITY

TRAFFIC

ating the introduction of free route airspace which when fully implemented will reduce flight lengths by

500,000 nautical miles/day, reduce fuel burn by 3,000 tonnes of fuel/day, emit 10,000 fewer CO2 tonnes/day
and save airlines EUR3 million in costs.1 FABs have already delivered the technically challenging goal of

optimal horizontal trajectories.
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94.0

%

horizontal flight efficiency in filed
flight plans – airlines and
NM consistently improving
flight planning
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96.7%

horizontal flight efficiency in actual
trajectories – FABEC ANSPs
improving service delivery
efficiencies even faster!

1

https://www.eurocontrol.int/concept/free-route-airspace#:~:text=Benefits,design%20and%20ATM%20operational%20concepts.

Productivity – FABEC controllers are handling more flights an hour
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Since its launch in 2013 FABEC has handled increasing traffic demand with greater levels of efficiency and
productivity. ATCO hour productivity has increased by 11.5%.
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FABEC constantly monitors its productivity performance by measuring the costs per-composite-flight-hour of providing ATM
services in terms of staffing, equipment and other infrastructure.
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Cost efficiency – FABEC is reducing its costs and increasing its productivity
Between 2013 and peak levels of demand in 2019 traffic grew at 13% but costs have increased just 7.3%. The
average cost per passenger has dropped by 10.1% over the same period.
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Traffic growth
Costs

Cost per passenger
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+7.3%

+13%
2013

-10.1%
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2019

Source: FABEC performance review reports

Civil-military cooperation – Military and civil partners work together in FABEC
Both civil and military organisations are equivalent partners in the FABEC programme. In Belgium, France
and the Netherlands civil and military air traffic controllers share the same workspace while in Germany and
Switzerland civil and military en route control has been integrated. Belgium and the Netherlands intend to
integrate their civil military operations in the coming years.
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To avoid deviations around not-in-use military training areas, civil and military partners have developed a network of direct
routes which can be used by civil airspace users on a conditional basis.
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Overall value – FABs provide clear added value benefits to Europe’s ATM system
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1.604m

Euros
CAPACITY
Net Present Value
of FABS
2014-2019
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Euros
Annual cost to
manage
FABS
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North European FAB

Danish Swedish FAB
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UK-Ireland FAB
Baltic FAB

FABEC

FAB CE
Danube FAB

South West FAB

BLUE MED FAB
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In 2018 a study on the added value of FABs to the aviation network and Europe’s economy - conducted by Baltic FAB, BLUE
MED FAB, Danube FAB, FABCE and FABEC - calculated the Net Present Value of FABs between 2014 and 2029 will be
EUR1,604 million while the annual cost to manage FABs will be just EUR5 million.
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